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ABSTRACT. We present a simple constructive proof of the Uniformization Theorem which works for plane domains. The proof is a combination of covering space theory and Koebe's constructive proof of the Riemann mapping theorem, and the resulting algorithm can be used to estimate the Poincar6 metric for the domain.
1. Introduction. In the study of iteration of rational functions [B] , we constantly need the Poincare metric for plane domains. The Uniformization Theorem is usually proved using potential theory. The proof is quite involved, and it is very hard to see how to compute the resulting metric.,
We present here a simpler constructive proof which works for plane domains, or more generally any Riemann surface some covering space of which can be embedded in C. It is nothing but a combination of covering space theory and Koebe's constructive proof of the Riemann mapping theorem. The algorithm has been implemented in FORTRAN. PROOF. This is where we use Theorem 2.1. Let p: D -C -{a, b} be a universal covering map; there is such a p by Theorem 2.1 since D is conformally isomorphic to H. Let UJo be a connected component of p-1 (U); then Uo is contained in D, and since Uo is a covering space of U they have isomorphic universal covering spaces. The theorem will be proved if we can prove it for Uo. If a is any point of Uo, we can further replace Uo by its image under m_a, so that 0 C Uo. Q.E.D.
REMARK. If U is bounded to begin with we just need to scale it to bring it into the disc. More generally if any component K of C -U is not a point, we can replace U by its image under the conformal mapping C -K -* D, where C is the Riemann sphere and K is the closure of K in C. But the case where U is the complement of a Cantor set is of particular importance in the applications we have in mind; we do not know any way to reduce that case to bounded domains without using the modular function or something equivalent. The case where U is the complement of a finite set is also of interest, specifically to the accessory parameter problem; it also seems to require the modular function.
Part b: The main construction. We will construct recursively a sequence of domains U0, U1,.. ., Un, with all Un contained in D. Moreover, each Un will come with a covering map Pn: Un -+ Un-,, which will be of degree 1 or 2. Thus each Un is a covering space of U, and there exist covering maps fn: U -* Un, which can also be thought of as a sequence of mappings fn: U -* D. We will then prove that the fn converge to an isomorphism f: U -* D. 
With this claim, the main theorem is proved. For then U is a covering of D, and since D is simply connected, any analytic covering of D is an isomorphism.
PROOF. We will prove that f is surjective first and then that it is a covering map of its image. For a more practical estimate, suppose 1/2 < r < 1. If h n(r) = 1E-, then n satisfies (4/E)2 -(2/(1 -r))2 > n > (2/E)2 -(4/(1 -r))2.
We will show that the domains Un contain larger and larger discs centered at the origin. The function h, defined below, has the property that if U" contains the disk of radius r, then U,,1 contains the disc of radius h(r). In this section, we will discuss h qualitatively. In fact it is possible to compute h(r) explicitly and use this computation to estimate the rate of convergence of the Un to the unit disk (see concluding remarks). DEFINITION OF THE FUNCTION h(r)
This estimate follows by induction from the fact that if 2/V,' < 1-r < 4/r/m, then 2/ /m + 1 < 1 -h(r) < 4/ m+ 1, which follows from the asymptotic expansion for hon(r) above. This is not nearly a sharp estimate. The inequalities can be improved by requiring r to be closer to 1.
When n is large enough so that 1 -E < hon(laD1), then 1-E < lanl, and pu (z), the Poincare metric for Un, can be computed to within E by approximating Un as D; for in that case PD (?) ?< PU, () < (1 -E)PD (0)
